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Finland Based Mobile Games Studio Koukoi Games Releases Crashing Season Run,
a Spinoff to Their Popular Crashing Season Game Series
Grab the Steering Wheel and Prepare to Crash!
Crashing Season Run is a humorous, one-of-a-kind endless racing game. It features the same
wacky animals as the original game, but this time the ferocious crew is riding various crazy DIY
vehicles in a race to defeat enemies and get as far as they can.
Featuring simple and intuitive one finger controls, lots of silly rides to unlock, and an over-the-top
cartoony low-poly graphical style, Crashing Season Run is the perfect time-waster for everyone
looking for a fun, endless racing game.
Crashing Season Run will launch for mobile devices on both iOS and Android on September 26 th,
2019. Kiloo, the publisher behind the endless runner sensation Subway Surfers, will distribute the
game to carrier stores.
Download the game on Google Play here, and on the App Store here.
About Koukoi Games:
Koukoi Games is a mobile game studio from Oulu, Finland. Founded in 2015, Koukoi Games
focuses on producing original and licensed entertainment and game IPs as free-to-play mobile
games with an emphasis on exceptional production values and memorable experiences. The
team includes game and tech industry veterans - including talent from companies such as Rovio,
Wargaming, Everywear Games and Nokia. Go to www.koukoi.com for more information.
About KILOO:
Kiloo is a leading mobile game developer and publisher founded in 2000. Our ambition is to create
cool, colorful and catchy games that are as fun to play as they are to make. We are a team of
over 90 dedicated people with many different backgrounds, nationalities, and cultures. Our
headquarters are located in Aarhus, Denmark. For more information, go to www.kiloogames.com.
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